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LED universal dimmer insert Comfort - Dimmer flush
mounted 245500

Gira
245500
4010337031413 EAN/GTIN

74,88 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Universal LED dimmer insert comfort 245500 Composition of basic element, operation type rotary/push button, dimming leading edge, dimming trailing edge, universal load
type and LED retrofit, extension input, light value memory, flush-mounting type, fastening type claw/screw fastening, other material, other material quality, other surface ,
Suitable for degree of protection (IP) IP20, rated voltage 230... 230V, frequency 50... 60Hz, connection type screw terminal, System 3000 universal LED rotary dimming insert
Comfort Features: switching and dimming incandescent lamps, HV halogen lamps, electronic transformers for halogen - or LED lamps, dimmable inductive transformers for
halogen or LED lamps, HV LED or compact fluorescent lamps. Connection of extensions possible. Automatic or manual setting of the dimming principle suitable for the load
(leading edge or trailing edge). Display of the set operating mode via LED. Lamp-saving switching on. Switch-on brightness can be saved permanently. Switching on with the
last set brightness or saved switch-on brightness. Hotel card function can be activated: Light switches on after a power failure (from index 01). Minimum brightness adjustable.
Electronic short circuit protection. Electronic over-temperature protection. Operation with and without neutral conductor connection. Notes: In principle, the dimmer can be
operated without connecting the neutral conductor, but some LED and CFLi light sources require the neutral conductor connection to avoid flickering. When operating without a
neutral conductor, the minimum load for incandescent lamps, HV halogen, Gira Tronic transformers and wound transformers increases to 50 W. Electronic transformers and
ballasts for LED lamps can be operated using the dimming method specified by the manufacturer. If the ambient temperature is higher than 25 C, the connected load must be
reduced.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
** Payment methods may vary from country to country. All prices plus shipping and excluding customs duties or other additional costs (import sales tax) for deliveries

outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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